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*Correspondence author    ABSTRACT  We derived the critical neighborhood demand in the Schelling’s segregation model by studying the conditions for which a chain reaction of migrations of unsatisfied agents occurs. The essence of Schelling dynamics was approximated in two simplified models: (1) a random walk model for the initial stage of the migrations to illustrate the power-law behavior of chain reaction lengths under critical conditions, and (2) a two-room model for the whole process to represent a non-spatial version of segregation dynamics in the Schelling model. Our theoretical results showed good agreements with numerical results obtained from agent-based simulations.    Keywords: Schelling’s model; Critical neighborhood demand; Random walk; Two-room model    
        
1. Introduction 
 Schelling’s segregation model [1-3] is well known in many disciplines, such as sociology, computer science and physics [4]. Despite the debate regarding the validity of the model for explaining the actual segregation phenomena in metropolitan areas, the model is interesting in itself as a typical example of systems that self-organize following very simple rules, and also as one of the first studies that applied what is now called agent-based modeling to social sciences.  Two types of Schelling models are known, the spatial proximity model and the bounded neighborhood model [1,10]. In the spatial proximity model, everyone defines his/her neighborhood by reference to his/her own location. In the bounded neighborhood model, there is a common definition of neighborhood and its boundaries [1]. The present study is mainly concerned with the proximity model defined on a 2D lattice system. Two types of agents were distributed on an 8x8 checkerboard, as an example. Every agent has up to eight neighbors and has a neighborhood demand, such that, for example, at least 1/2 of his/hers neighbors should be of the same type. If the neighborhood demand is below a certain threshold, the system can remain in a well mixed state. If it exceeds critical value, a domino effect of migrations occurs until a striking segregation is obtained as a result. In a hand operated experiment on a small sized checkerboard, Schelling concluded that the critical demand ratio lies between 1/3 and 1/2 [1]. As Schelling originally indicated, the dynamics depend on parameters, such as the neighborhood size (B), neighborhood demand, population ratios and vacancy ratios. Many agent-based models have been reported to determine the effect of these parameters [5-14], to apply the Schelling model for real systems [15-17], or to study the Schelling dynamics on networks [18,19]. Even with those varied models, the key results from the original Schelling model did not change significantly, particularly in terms of the critical demand.  As the original Schelling model is known only in an agent-based format, subsequent analytical studies were performed to explain the Schelling model theoretically. Some of studies suggested that the segregation phenomena of the Schelling model is related to the physics of metal surfaces and crystal growth, and a range of physical models simulating atom or cluster aggregation can be applied to explain the segregation phenomena in the Schelling’s model [20]. For example, the Ising model was applied to show the dependence of the critical behavior on a temperature-like parameter [21]. The mean field approximation was used to prove analytically that segregation is the only long-term outcome [22-24]. Evolutionary game theory was applied to prove the existence of the potential function and whether the segregated states are stable [25,26]. Other analytic techniques included methods based on the Lyapunov functions [27] and diffusion equations [28]. Up to the present, analytical methods focused mainly on showing that 
segregation is a stable outcome when the demand is above the critical value.  Agent-based models appear to be the only way of identifying the critical demand, and the key question related to the Schelling dynamics is still waiting to be solved. The present study aims to determine the critical demand theoretically.  
2. Multiplication factor 
 Consider two colors of agents on a grid system of size 100x100. Periodic boundaries are assumed. The total number of agents is denoted by N. Assume that the number of agents for each color is the same. The agents have neighborhood demand such that at least T among B of his/hers neighbors should be of the same type. Unlike the original Schelling model, no vacancies were assumed in the present study. Neglecting vacancies simplifies the neighborhood condition and makes it possible to represent the neighborhood demand T with just a single value. Unsatisfied agents migrate in search of a satisfactory neighborhood. Owing to the lack of vacancies, swapping is the only way that the agents can change their locations [27,29]. If there is no vacancy, the size of the neighborhood will be always constant. The present study works with three types of neighborhood topology (B=8, 12 or 24), as shown in Fig. 1. Initially, the system begins from a well mixed equilibrium state (our method to create such a state will be discussed later). Throughout the present study, an Equilibrium State (ES) means any state, in which all agents are satisfied in terms of their neighborhood demand. An ES can be well mixed or highly segregated. Well-mixed ES will be called a Random Equilibrium State (RES), which is conceptually similar to the random allocation in reference [24]. In RES, the probability that any given location would be occupied by a particular type equals the ratio of the number of agents of this type to the number of possible locations.  From a RES, an initial disturbance is introduced to the system to start the dynamics. The disturbance is given by swapping a pair of agents at random. Unsatisfied agents can be generated from such initializing compulsory swapping. Whenever unsatisfied agents exist in the system, one is chosen randomly and called A1, and swapped with another agent A2, also chosen randomly. The color of the agents A1 and A2 is denoted as C1 and C2, respectively, but C2≠C1. The group of neighbors of agent A before swapping, will be denoted by H(A). In swapping, unsatisfied agents can be newly generated only among the agents in H(A1) and H(A2). The susceptible groups, G1 and G2, among H(A1) and H(A2), respectively, denote groups of agents that can become unsatisfied after the migration occurs. For example, group G1 is composed of type C1 agents in H(A1). Because a type C1 agent moves away, only the C1 type agents in H(A1) may become unsatisfied.    
After the swap, the system may return to the ES or unsatisfied agents may still exist in the system. A series of migrations from an initial compulsory swapping to a new ES will be called a session hereafter. Each session will begin with a compulsory swap at time step t0=0. In every positive time step, the swapping involves an unsatisfied agent. If there are no unsatisfied agents in the system at t=tf, the session ends with a size of S=tf-1. The Schelling dynamics in the present study is interpreted as a series of sessions that repeat until a complete segregation is reached, if ever. The following discussion is valid for time steps t>0, for which A1 is always an unsatisfied agent. Assuming that the system is not far from the RES, it can be reasonably assumed that among the members of H(A1), G1 is composed of T-1 agents of color C1. Denoting the size of G1 as |G1|, results in the following:           |G1|=T-1                   (1)  Similarly, the susceptible group G2 can be defined as a subgroup of members of H(A2) with color C2. Assuming that the two sets H(A1) and H(A2) do not overlap with each other, the size of the group G2 will be B/2 on average:            |G2|=B/2                  (2)  The total number of susceptible groups in a swap will be denoted as |G|=|G1|+|G2|. From the above discussion it follows that           |G|=B/2+T-1              (3)  The actual number of unsatisfied agents among groups G1 and G2 will be denoted by µ1 and µ2 , respectively. Multiplication factor, µ≡µ1+µ2, is defined as the mean number of newly generated unsatisfied agents per swapping. The following equation defines the mean probability, P, of a susceptible agent becoming unsatisfied:            µ=|G|P=(B/2+T-1)P        (4)  The multiplication factor plays an important role in the behavior of the system. A session is expected to be the longer if µ is larger. The critical value of multiplication factor can be predicted to be µ=1, as the name itself suggests.   The value of µ1 and µ2 can be directly obtained from agent-based simulations, by 
counting the number of unsatisfied agents among group H(A1) and H(A2) after swapping. For the numerical simulations, the initial conditions are designed so that the simulation can begin at RES. Typical initial conditions used in the literatures do not satisfy all the conditions of RES. For example, the original checkerboard distribution [1,6] does not satisfy the randomness and completely random initial conditions do not satisfy the equilibrium condition. To obtain an initial RES, we start with a complete checkerboard distribution, which is well mixed and in equilibrium for meaningful values of T, i.e. for T≤B/2. However, it is not random in the sense that the composition of the neighborhood is the same throughout all the agents in the system. To make the distribution random, a pair of agents was swapped one by one, while maintaining the system at equilibrium (the swap is conducted only if it does not destroy the equilibrium condition). For N=10,000, swapping was introduced 5,000 times before the satisfactory initial condition was obtained. The process worked well, resulting in well mixed, random initial conditions in the equilibrium state. In Fig. 2, the multiplication factors obtained from a numerical study are shown for three neighborhood topologies and meaningful ranges of T, respectively. The values from the ABM shown in Fig. 2 were averaged over the first 200 swapping, excluding the initial compulsory ones. As the sessions or time steps increase, the system becomes increasingly segregated and the RES assumption may no longer be valid. For this reason, the multiplication factors were measured using earlier time frames.   
3. Theoretical evaluation of multiplication factor 
 One of the main targets of this study was to calculate the multiplication factor theoretically, without resorting to the full-scale ABM. To determine the multiplication factor, several simplifying assumptions were also used, as already explained. Under the given assumptions, the multiplication factors µ1 and µ2 could be calculated based on the combinatorial probabilities. Equivalently, a small scale Monte Carlo simulation can be used for the same purpose. A brief description of the small scale Monte Carlo simulations is as follows. Consider the case of B=8 as an example. A 5x5 cell system was used. With the focal agent A1 located at the center, the 5x5 system includes all the members of H(A1) and their neighbors. All the cells were filled randomly with a probability of 0.5 for each of the two colors. Only the cases satisfying condition of Eq. (1) were counted as an effective trial. For the effective trial, the color of the center cell was changed and the number of unsatisfied agents was counted as contributing to the multiplication factor µ1. The multiplication factor µ1 was obtained by averaging the number of unsatisfied agents with respect to the number of effective trials. Using condition (2), µ2 can be obtained in a similar manner. Figure 2 also shows the multiplication factors calculated in this 
way. From Fig. 2, the theoretical value matched the numerical results well.  Depending on the multiplication factors given in Fig. 2, the critical multiplication factor occurs between T=2 and 3, for the case of B=8. This agrees in general with the Schelling’s conclusion and other previous numerically determined results in the literature [19, 22]. The multiplication factor can change even for a given simulation, depending on the time step at which the mean value is evaluated. Fig. 3 presents several example cases showing the change in the multiplication factor as a cumulative average. In most cases, initial intervals can be found (t=0~300) for which the cumulative average is almost constant. The probabilistic approach can be valid at least for the initial stage of the system. In addition, for many cases, the change in the multiplication factors is such that they can be assumed to be constant for a longer time step. The results from Figs.2 and 3 show that the theoretical method described in the present study works well. 
                     (a)              (b)               (c)  
Fig. 1. Neighborhood topologies, (a)Moor Neighborhood(B=8),(b)B=12, (c)B=24.    
 
Fig. 2. Multiplication factors. Symbols are for the numerical results as obtained from averaging 20 MC simulations per each data point. Theoretical results are shown in lines.   
   
Fig. 3. Sample cumulative averages of the multiplication factor µ from the ABM. Cumulative average at time t is the average over the time period between time 0 and t. 
 
4. Random walk in Schelling dynamics From the multiplication factor, a phase transition between T=2 and T=3 can be predicted for the case of B=8. Because the neighborhood demand T is not a continuous value, it does not make sense when used to discuss the precise phase transition point, which should lie between 2<T<3. On the other hand, it is of theoretical interest to predict the behavior of the system for intermediate values of T. For this purpose, the Schelling model was converted to a random walk model [30] in the present study. The mean probability P appearing in Eq.(4) was used. From the result shown in Fig.3, the mean probability P=µ/|G| can be assumed to be constant for a given simulation, at least for earlier time frames. The total number of unsatisfied agents in the entire system at time step t, denoted by Ut, depends on the following random walk.(For details, see Appendix A)        Ut+1 = �   Ut + µ − P,                         with probability P               Ut − P,                                 with probability 1 −  P       (5)  The step size of the random walk depends on the direction of the move, and the choice of direction depends on the probabilities. The mean step size can be calculated easily as P(µ-1). If 
µ>1 (or µ<1), the mean step size will be positive (negative) and the number of unsatisfied agents is expected to increase (decrease) with increasing time step. The random walk 
represented by Eq.(5) has an absorbing barrier at the origin. Starting from U0=0, a survival session for the random walk corresponds to a session in the Schelling model. The number of positive steps in a session corresponds to the number of swaps recorded, or the size of the session, S.  The distributions of S from the ABM can be compared with those from the random walk, as shown in Fig. 4. For each of the graphs shown in Fig. 4, the data from the first 800 nontrivial sessions was used. Two sample distributions from ABM are shown for the case, B=24. The lines represent the sample distributions from the random walk having a similar multiplication factor to the ABM case. If µ and T are known, the probability P can be calculated using Eq.(4) and the random walk in Eq.(5) can be defined completely. For the case µ=1, the result is shown only for the random walk, assuming T=7, because no counterpart can be found from the ABM. The distribution for µ=1 follows a power law, which can be proof that the system is in a critical condition. When µ <1.0, the scaling falls below the power law curve. Above the critical value, the distribution will have no meaning because the system will go into full segregation in the first session. The fact that the Schelling dynamics can be represented by random walks adds to our understanding of the dynamics of the Schelling model. The critical point can be represented as a balanced random walk between left-sided (sub-critical) and right-sided (super-critical) random walks. Importantly, the balanced random walk is obtained when the multiplication factor is 1.0.    
 
Fig. 4. Scaling in S. Lines represent the results from the random walk model.     
5. Two-room model as an apatial version of the Schelling model  The condition of a chain reaction is valid only when the system satisfies the RES assumption, which can be true for earlier time frames. On the other hand, when many improving swaps accumulate in the system, the segregation will proceed and one of the RES assumptions, the randomness, will be broken. To observe the behavior of the system to full segregation, a new model reflecting such non-uniform local densities is needed. In the present study, we developed a two-room model for this purpose. Consider a system composed of two distinct rooms, called Rooms 1 and 2, as shown in Fig. 5. The two rooms represent spatially contiguous regions that are conceptually separated from each other according to the difference in local density of agents. Typically, a room will be denser in one type of agent and the other room will be denser in the other type of agent. Within a specific room, the type distribution of agents, e.g. within a neighborhood, will be assumed to be probabilistically uniform under a given density. Denote the number of each type of agent in Room1 as x and y, respectively. The agent can migrate to different rooms, and the size of the rooms can also change with increasing time steps. Initially, the system will be in a complete integration. This means that, at time step t=0 of the first session, the initial condition will be x=y=N/2. The session continues until complete segregation is obtained. Complete segregation is given as, (x,y)=(0,N/2) or (x,y)=(N/2,0). In the example cases explained below, N=10,000 was used. The two-room model, as described above, can be considered a non-spatial Schelling model because the Schelling dynamics can be reproduced without actually using the cell systems. (For details, see Appendix B)  The results from the two-room model can be compared with those from the ABM according to the number of sessions required before full segregation. For the case of the two-room model, full segregation is clearly identified, as explained above. On the other hand, for the ABM, it is difficult to judge that full segregation has been reached. A conventional method will be to use the well known indices of segregation [31]. In the present study, a measure of segregation that is similar to the dissimilarity index but modified was used (See Appendix C). The segregation index ranged from 0(well mixed) to 1.0(completely segregated). Full segregation was assumed when the index was 0.66. Figure 6 compares the number of sessions from the ABM and from the two-room model. Each of the curves shown in Fig. 6 suggests a phase transition. At subcritical values of T, the number of sessions needed to reach full segregation can go beyond the number of agents in the system. Beyond the critical demand, however, the system essentially converges to complete segregation in just one session. In this respect, the results from the ABM show that the theoretical approach described earlier is valid. The results from the two-room model coincide well for the cases of B=8 and 12. But for case B=24, the two results showed a 
considerable discrepancy. This suggests that some of the assumptions for the two-room model might be invalid, particularly for the case B=24. A further examination and an improvement in the two-room model will be a topic of a future study.  
     (a)                  (b)  
Fig.5. Two-room model. (a)Original system and (b)two-room concept.     
 
Fig. 6. Number of sessions until complete segregation. Lines were added simply for visual aid. Each of the data points is obtained by averaging 20 MC simulations. 
 
6. Discussion and Conclusion  In this study, vacancies are not included in the model for simplified neighborhood conditions. If vacancies are included as in the original Schelling model, the exact results from the present study may not be valid. However, the logics used for deriving the multiplication factors may be still applicable and the two-room model could be adjusted to incorporate the vacancies. Improving and extending the present methods for a more realistic result is left as future topics of research. A brief summary of the paper is as follows. We first proposed a new concept of multiplication factor which can be used for predicting the final outcome of the Schelling dynamics, which can be either fully segregated or not. And we devised a method for calculating the multiplication factor theoretically, making it possible to predict the final global behavior of the system without resorting to the full-scale agent-based simulation. This is claimed to be the first theoretical solution for the Schelling’s critical neighborhood demand. In addition, the initial stage of the Schelling dynamics is converted into a random walk model to show the power-law behavior at the critical condition. The random walk indirectly showed that a phase transition is really involved at the critical neighborhood demand. Also we proposed an aspatial version of Schelling model, called two-room model. The numerical results from the two-room model showed a good agreement with those from the original spatial model, at least for some neighborhood topology. The aspatial version is theoretically interesting in that it is based essentially on a two-density mean-field approximation.     
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Appendix A: Derivation of the random walk model.  Denote the number of susceptible agents in the system at time step t by Qt. If a susceptible agent is tested, there are two possibilities: he/she is unsatisfied with a probability of P or is satisfied with a probability 1-P. If satisfied, the number of the susceptible agents decreases by 1. If unsatisfied, the agent migrates and |G| susceptible agents are newly generated, resulting in a net increase in the number of susceptible agents by |G|-1. From the above discussion,                 Qt+1 =  � Qt + |G| − 1        (with Probability P)                    Qt − 1                   (with Probabaility 1 − P)            (A1)  Multiplying Eq.(A1) with P and using Ut=PQt and µ=|G|P the following desired equation is obtained:   Ut+1 =  �  Ut + µ − P              (with Probability P)                      Ut − P                      (with Probabaility 1 − P)            (5)     
Appendix B: Two-room model.  For the two-room model, a list L={Li} of susceptible groups, which includes all the agents once belonging to the groups of G1 and G2, is maintained up to the current session. An entity in the list, Li, is composed of two digits Li=(Ri ,Ci) representing the room number and type of agent. At every time step, an entity in the list is selected at random and a test is performed to determine if the agent is satisfied. The agent feels satisfied if at least T same colored agent exists among the B-1 agents. Remember B-1 is used instead of B because every agent in the list already has a different colored agent that is newly swapped. The test is performed by generating the colors of B-1 agents randomly and counting the same type of agents among them. The two-room model reflects the density of the room when generating the colors of the B-1 agents. If the agent is unsatisfied, he/she will migrate to another destination and newly generated susceptible groups will be added to L. For the two-room model, the migration does not occur in pairs. Only the unsatisfied agent just tested migrates. Migration can occur to either of the two rooms. The probability of choosing one among the two rooms depends on the relative density of the two rooms in such a way that the agents tend to move toward a higher density room of its own color. 
The values of x or y are updated if migration occurs to the other room. If the agent is satisfied, no migration will occur and only the size of L will decrease by 1. If L becomes empty, a session is ended and a new session can be started with a single random entity in L. The session continues until complete segregation is obtained. Complete segregation is given as, (x,y)=(0,N/2) or (x,y)=(N/2,0).   
 
Appendix C: Measure of segregation 
 In the present study, the measure of segregation (M.O.S.) is defined as follows:    M.O.S.=2* (Total number of same colored neighbors)/(Total number of neighbors)-1.0   The total number means that the corresponding quantity is summed over all the agents in the system. Because the number of agents for each color is the same throughout the study, it follows that M.O.S.=0.0 when completely mixed and M.O.S.=1.0 if the two populations are completely segregated. For most of the initial RES system, the value of M.O.S. is close to 0.0 and not greater than 0.1.   
